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ABSTRACT
What if instead of having to implement controversial user track-
ing techniques, Internet advertising & marketing companies asked
explicitly to be granted access to user data by name and category,
such as Alice!Mobility!05-11-2020? The technology for imple-
menting this already exists, and is none other than the Information
Centric Networks (ICN), developed for over a decade in the frame-
work of Next Generation Internet (NGI) initiatives. Beyond named
access to personal data, ICN’s in-network storage capability can be
used as a substrate for retrieving aggregated, anonymized data, or
even for executing complex analytics within the network, with no
personal data leaking outside. In this opinion article we discuss how
ICNs combined with trusted execution environments and digital
watermarking, can be combined to build a personal data overlay
inter-network in which users will be able to control who gets access
to their personal data, know where each copy of said data is, ne-
gotiate payments in exchange for data, and even claim ownership,
and establish accountability for data leakages due to malfunctions
or malice. Of course, coming up with concrete designs about how
to achieve all the above will require a huge e!ort from a dedicated
community willing to change how personal data are handled on
the Internet. Our hope is that this opinion article can plant some
initial seeds towards this direction.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks Network privacy and anonymity; • Informa-
tion systems Web services; Online advertising; • Comput-
ing methodologies Distributed computing methodologies;
Machine learning; • Computer systems organization Dis-
tributed architectures; • Security and privacy Cryptography;
Access control; Privacy-preserving protocols; Database and
storage security; Distributed systems security; Privacy protec-
tions;
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*Title inspired by Jaron Lanier’s, “Who Owns the Future?” [42].

1 INTRODUCTION
The Internet and theWeb were built decades ago to ful"ll objectives
and requirements far di!erent from? those of today. Both have man-
aged to exhibit tremendous evolvability and extendibility and have
succeeded in supporting services and capabilities that could hardly
be imagined in the 60s (Internet) or even the 90s (Web). This has
mostly been achieved via layering, standardization, and openness.
Every time that new applications (content distribution, video confer-
encing) or capabilities (broadband connectivity, mobility) become
critically important, additional layers are introduced on the top or
the bottom of the protocol stack to implement the necessary new
functionality and requirements. Such layers are often standardized
via the open and #exible standardization process of the Internet
(IETF, RFCs, etc.), or are at least made uno$cial de facto standards
via the support of large corporations and groups. Many thousands
of independent companies, public and private organizations, and
government, collaborate in all the above activities.

A landmark moment on the history of the Internet and the Web
was the appearance of online advertising andmarketing. This sector
grew at tremendous rate, starting from a simple advertising banner
for AT&T data services in Hot Wired in ‘94 [14], to becoming an
entire industry that has overtaken broadcast and print advertis-
ing [49], and is currently funding a large part of the so-called free
services of the Internet [12]. Of course, with online advertising,
came user tracking and all the data protection and privacy prob-
lems that have challenged the Internet and the Web during their
online advertising era [43].

2 TECHNOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES
Like many other things, the Internet and the Web were not de-
signed to support online advertising, especially advanced versions
of it, such as targeted (or behavioral) advertising [9, 37], in which
marketing o!ers are optimized on a per user basis based on com-
plex recommendation and auctioning algorithms driven by detailed
personal data collected online from millions of individuals.

2.1 Advertising sector
The digital advertising industry has built an immensely complex
business ecosystem [47] and set of tools, protocols, and layers for
empowering user tracking and advertising on amassive scale. These
include third party tracking cookies and complex digital "nger-
printing techniques [29], the Real Time Bidding (RTB) [7] and
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Cookie Synching protocols [19], scores of proprietary user pro"l-
ing, campaign planning, auctioning, and advertisement delivery
and rendering mechanisms and algorithms. Part of all this complex
data collection and advertising apparatus has been standardized
(e.g., cookies and RTB), while at the same time, lots of it remains
proprietary, evolving, non-transparent, and highly fragmented.

2.2 Privacy response and its three major
shortcomings

Looking at the other side of the coin, data protection and privacy
attempts are even less standardized, and even more fragmented
than the data collection and tracking approaches that they attempt
to counter-balance. Consensus and consolidation exist only at the
legislative layer, mainly due to GDPR [23] and similar attempts
elsewhere outside Europe. At the technology layer, however, pri-
vacy and protection tools for citizens are hopelessly fragmented, ad
hoc, and proprietary. There exist tracking and advertising blocking
solutions [1, 28, 55], privacy-preserving browsers [5, 13] & virtual
private networks [6, 25], personal information management sys-
tems (PIMS) [20], and scores of data marketplaces [15]. Each one of
the above attempts, is trying to deliver some level of compromise
between privacy and the personal data consumption needs of the
advertising and marketing ecosystem.

What is common to all these attempts, is that they all fail to
encompass one or more of the fundamental principles that drove
the growth of the the Internet and the Web. Starting with openness,
we see that it is nowhere to be found. Most often, an individual
company, be it an ambitious startup, or a large established corpo-
ration, aspires and promises to solve on its own, all the complex
privacy and data protection challenges of our times. This is in stark
contrast to how the Internet and the Web came to be, and how
they evolved in an open manner that invited the participation of
di!erent stakeholders such as ISPs, backbone networks, publishers,
and web-domains. Even the advertising ecosystem [24], to which
privacy solutions are supposed to be a counterweight, is more
open and encompassing, by allowing various stakeholders such as
Demand Side Platforms (DSPs), Supply Side Platforms (SSPs), Ad-
vertising Exchanges, and Data Management Platforms (DMPs) [57]
to collaborate for the delivery of targeted advertising.

Lack of standardization follows closely in the list of ways in
which data protection and privacy solutions are deviating from
the path taken by other successful paradigms of the Web. Whereas
the advertising ecosystem has standardized mechanisms such as
RTB [7] and Cookie Sync [19], the privacy protection side has failed
to standardize any meaningfully successful mechanisms. Do-Not-
Track [21] was an early attempt from W3C, but it never reached
maturity, nor was ever widely adopted. The advertising sector has
introduced the YourAdChoices [59] mechanism for explaining to
users why they see a particular display advertisement. Still, the
mechanism, although standardized, provides very limited trans-
parency in terms of why its explanations are what they are and
whether they are su$cient and/or complete [45].

With openness and standardization being in a rather poor state,
layering, i.e., implementing a solution as a separate layer of the
Internet/Web protocol stack, is nowhere to be seen for the time
being.

2.3 How to !x the Web (without having to scrap
it !rst)

From the above discussion, one may be tempted to conclude that
with privacy, the Internet and the Web have "nally “met their
master” and that the end of their evolvability has been reached.
Thus, maybe we should be heading back to the draw-boards to
design a new Web and Internet around a new set of primitives
pertaining to fundamental aspects such as identity, directionality
of links, and connection initiation, in order to be better prepared
to address modern privacy challenges. Indeed, a magnitude of data
protection, privacy, ownership of personal information, and other
related challenges we face today have their roots in fundamental
design choices of the past. For example, had the web been built
around bidirectional links (e.g., like the original Xanadu hypertext
proposal of Ted Nelson in the 60s [51]), it would be possible for
an individual to release a piece of information, and know who
links to it, who has seen it, and how many times. This would allow
individuals to revoke released data, negotiate compensations based
on the number of times that their data have been used, de"ne
exclusion lists, etc. Stronger/more #exible notions of identity for
users and devices, as well as stronger trust models for devices and
protocols would also help in addressing many privacy problems.

The Internet and the Web, however, are by now too big, too
important, and too expensive to be decommissioned in favor of
better alternatives. Technological revolutions are, unfortunately,
more expensive than scienti"c ones [39]. What is needed, therefore,
is a revolutionary approach to how privacy and personal data man-
agement are conducted, but in a way that remains incrementally
deployable on top of the existing web. Such an approach would
have to address the following challenges:

Challenge 1: Allow users to make their data available to third
parties in a controlled manner. This challenge has two parts: a)
make it easy for third parties to locate their data, b) allow users to set
precise rules about who, and under which circumstances can have
access to said data. Currently, a) is done via tracking, i.e., implicitly,
ine$ciently, and non-transparently. b) is almost impossible to do,
or reduces into the crude all-or-nothing logic of ad- and tracking-
blockers such as AdBlockPlus [1], uBlock [55], and Ghostery [28],
among others.
Challenge 2: Allow users to negotiate and receive compen-
sation for their data in a fair, usage-based, data economy.
This is important for multiple reasons: (a) the direct value for users,
i.e., the income stream that it can create, and its connection with
wider societal issues like the future of labor in the times of automa-
tion and machine learning [42, 44], (b) payments and prices are
additional, beyond-technology, means of avoiding negative and
parasitic behaviors, such as information over-collection, unethical
use of collected information, etc. To build sound economics of in-
formation, it is imperative to be able to count credibly how many
times a piece of information has been used and by whom. This is
currently impossible to do in today’s web.
Challenge 3: All of the above needs to be built on top of the
existing Web using robust and well-thought paradigms and
technologies. The list of fundamental di$culties and challenges
for designing an additional layer for the web to handle personal data
are so many that starting everything from scratch does not seem
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like a good or e$cient idea to pursue. Instead, we should strive
to re-use tried and trusted building blocks as individual compo-
nents of the solution. Challenge 4: Minimize user involvement
and cognitive load. The most successful technologies are those
that minimize the cognitive load and e!ort that they require from
adopters. Labor-intensive tasks like data ingestion, con"guration,
and management should be as automated as possible, while always
remaining under the control of users.
Challenge 5: Follow Internet and Web governance and ex-
pansion principles, including openness, standardization, and
layering. The problem is so big that we should not expect that
a single company, or a “wall-gardened” ecosystem, will solve it
for everyone. This is what existing approaches are attempting, be
it data marketplaces, personal information management systems
(PIMS) [20], consent management solutions [33], etc. Even if one
such company managed to become the one-stop-shop for privacy,
we would, at best, be left with yet another monopoly on the Inter-
net. Instead, we should aim to have a personal data inter-network
that follows the plurality of the Internet (composed of independent
autonomous systems (AS)) and the Web (composed of independent
domains). In the same fashion, independent communities of users
could interconnect to control, protect, and even trade their data, as
opposed to all handing them over to a single, or few global entities.

3 HOW TO BUILD AN INTER-NETWORK FOR
PERSONAL DATA

In this section we will discuss a number of concepts for addressing
the challenges presented in the previous section. We will discuss
these concepts using as basis the high level architecture of a hypo-
thetical inter-network for personal data that we will call PD-ICN.

The main idea behind PD-ICN is a Private by Design (PD) overlay
network on top of the existing Web that will allow users to share
with services personal data in a controlled and fair manner. Given
its overlay nature, and with the right type of APIs, PD-ICN can be
incrementally deployed over the current Web, in which personal
data are “shared” implicitly via tracking, rather than explicitly as is
our intention with PD-ICN.

The high-level architecture of PD-ICN is depicted in Figure 1. PD-
ICN access routers hosted and owned by di!erent Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) are used as the entry point of personal data & access
rules from users. Such PD-ICN access routers could be collocated
with access routers used for IP connectivity. Each ISP also has one
or more PD-ICN backbone routers to interconnect with di!erent
ISPs. Backbone PD-ICN routers can be co-located with backbone
IP routers used in peering between ISPs for basic connectivity. PD-
ICN backbone routers will implement personal data reachability
between ISPs, i.e., they will allow data consumers in one ISP to
locate and retrieve data from data producers in a second ISP.

Each PD-ICN router is based on Information Centric Networking
(ICN) principles [2] that allow named personal data to propagate
to other PD-ICN access routers of the same ISP, or even to remote
ISPs (PD-ICN backbone routers) via personal data peering (the PD
equivalent of connectivity peering).

At the bottom of Figure 1 we depict the Data Producers (Owners)
and the Personal Data Consumers (e.g., Ad Tech, Digital Marketing
Companies) which are the end-users of the PD-ICN platform. The
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Figure 1: PD-ICN Overlay Network and Basic Interactions.

Data Producers can interact with the system by (1) inserting their
personal data and the desired access rules to their ISP’s PD-ICN
access router. The Personal Data Consumers can then issue (2) an
Access Request to any PD-ICN access router in the overlay net-
work to get access to personal data. Depending on the type of the
request, the access rules of individual users and the credibility of
the requester, the PD-ICN access router will (3) reply back to the
requester with the appropriate information. Note that the request
can be received on a di!erent PD-ICN access router and the "nal
data included in the response may need to be replicated from mul-
tiple PD-ICN access routers including PD-ICN backbone routers
across di!erent ISPs.

3.1 Driving concepts
In this subsection, we present the various concepts and considera-
tions that have motivated PD-ICN’s architecture.
Concept 1: Proactive rather than reactive. Instead of letting
personal data leak in an uncontrolled manner (e.g., through cookies,
digital "nger-printing, device identi"ers) [22] and then trying to
"gure out who has collected them, where they are, and how have
they been used, it is better to instead be proactive, and control
data spread before it happens. When data is allowed to #ow, it
should happen only towards well known and vetted Personal Data
Consumers that have accepted clear terms & conditions prior to
being given access to the PD-ICN platform.
Concept 2: Named Personal Data. Using ICN principles solves
multiple problems, including (1) "nding personal data and rout-
ing requests using human understandable names, (2) storing per-
sonal data close to where they are needed, i.e., close to Personal
Data Consumers that issue frequent queries against them, includ-
ing delay sensitive ones. Via ICN naming, an individual consumer
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can request information about a particular named user, such as
Alice ! Mobility ! 05-11-2020, or an unnamed one, such as
WomanBelow30[1] ! Mobility ! 05-11-2020, in which case
WomanBelow30[1], is just an alias for the "rst member of an audi-
ence comprising users that are women with age below thirty years.
Such audiences can be selected and cached by running appropriate
analytics at the applications layer of PD-ICN, as will be explained
later.
Concept 3: In-network personal data processing. The initial
CCN proposal [26] and its various ICN derivatives [50] have advo-
cated in-network caching of popular content, such as video, images,
and other content. PD-ICN will take the concept one step further,
and not only cache personal data in the network, but also allow its
processing for the extraction of useful analytics, such as audience
creation, without having to let the data leave the trusted environ-
ment of PD-ICN. The system, of course, will also allow copying and
extracting raw data from the platform, but only if, and only if, the
policy "le of a user allows it.
Concept 4: Trusted access control, personal data hosting, and
distributed counting. Instead of having arbitrary entities allowed
to set third-party cookies, and other tracking code, at the devices
of users, PD-ICN will allow only vetted Personal Data Consumers,
that have registered with the platform and have passed a thorough
vetting procedure, to connect to the platform and explicitly ask
for speci"c types of end-user personal data. Then depending on
the policy "le of a user, the request will be granted or not. If it is
granted, the access will be logged, for monitoring and (optionally)
data access payment computation. Data access can be kept inside
the con"nes of PD-ICN, with all the processing happening at the
application layer, or may lead to an actual copy of the data being
taken outside the platform, if the initial request indicates so, and the
policy "le of the user permits it. Personal data copies, including the
original one, and its replicas, can be in cleartext or encrypted. In the
latter case, prior to any access, key-exchange and/or renewal may
need to take place. All PD-ICN routers will run on top of trusted
execution environments to make sure that they do not deviate from
the protocol and, e.g., leak data without consulting policy "les,
fail to update access counters, etc. By contrast, in the current web,
nobody knows where, and how far, collected personal data have
been transmitted [38]. Even if data gets leaked in PD-ICN through a
compromised router, watermarks will be used to identify the point
of leakage a posteriori.
Concept 5: Personal data policy automation and one-stop
monitoring and control. Instead of putting a high cognitive load
on users in order to set complex privacy policy settings, or inter-
rupting them constantly with accept/reject decisions, noti"cations,
and pop-ups, PD-ICNwill be equipped with common prede"ned pri-
vacy policies appropriate for most users, and with machine learning
algorithms for improving them with use. Additional policy import
& export functionalities will allow users to re-use highly optimized
privacy policies constructed by experts or crowdsourced based on
common behaviors observed across large populations of users. Sim-
ilarly, simple intuitive dashboards will keep users informed about
who is using their data, in which geographic areas, what type of
data are used the most, including access counts per data item, po-
tential o!ers and payments received for releasing data, and other
useful information for re-assuring users about the use of their data

and allowing them to adjust their privacy policies accordingly (in-
cluding revoking granted accesses to some data, or releasing new
data that was not previously available).
Concept 6: Incremental deployment / Coexistence. PD-ICN is
a revolutionary approach to protecting citizens’ privacy without
starving socially indispensable and valued online services (includ-
ing but not limited to advertising, search, real time tra$c monitor-
ing, etc.) of the data that they run upon. As such, PD-ICN has been
designed to be useful from day 1 of deployment and interoperable
with the current advertising and tracking approaches, which it as-
pires to eventually substitute. The deployment and proliferation of
PD-ICN can mimic more or less the path taken by protocols such
as HTTPS [31] and Quic [41] and their symbiotic relationship with
HTTP [30] and TCP [10]. Basically, whenever a tracker attempts to
set or read a cookie, the tracking server can be automatically redi-
rected to PD-ICN. If the tracker does not support PD-ICN, then the
user can set in her policy "le the default action, e.g., accept, reject,
or forward the decision to the local ad/tracking blocker. In terms
of user base, PD-ICN does not require that many or a majority of
users use it before it becomes useful (which is the case for example
for messaging, or social network services). Even with a single PD-
ICN access router online, Personal Data Consumers will already be
able to access the user base behind this "rst PD-ICN access router
(e.g., the users of an ISP). If a second ISP adopts PD-ICN as well,
then it will only take for a personal data peering to be established
between the two PD-ICN backbone routers to allow Personal Data
Consumers from ISP1 to request data from users behind ISP2. In
e!ect, PD-ICN is mimicking the peering and interconnection para-
digm used by the Internet for connectivity. This is a process that
can grow gradually, based on easy to establish bilateral agreements,
and without requiring any cumbersome global consensus for the
system to get bootstrapped.
Concept 7: Enhanced security and fewer data breaches via
homogenization. Having one type of personal data router makes
it easier to build stronger security and thus protect from intrusion
and data breaches compared with having one’s personal data stored
in a myriad of di!erent systems, each one pursuing its own security
policy.
Concept 8: Bootstrapping using already collected data.Having
PD-ICN access routers be provided by data controllers that already
manage data on behalf of large populations of data owners (users),
has the additional advantage of easing the bootstrapping process, by
pre-populating the platform with already collected data. Of course,
this requires having the consent of users, but data controllers such
as telecommunication companies and banks, are in much better
position to elicit and obtain such a consent from large populations
of users.

3.2 Architecture and open questions
In this section we discuss a series of open architectural and systems
questions for implementing PD-ICN in practice. We do that using
as basis the three di!erent layers depicted in Figure 2.

3.2.1 Data Layer (DL). The Data Layer provides the core func-
tionality of the PD-ICN router to handle all low-level functionalities
such as data routing and replication, data encryption and storage
and trusted code execution. Following Figure 2 (center box), next
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Figure 2: PD-ICN Architecture Details

we provide details for each component of the Data Layer and how
these components address the di!erent challenges and concepts.
Trusted Computing Module: It is responsible to verify the soft-
ware stack of a PD-ICN access router participating on the overlay
network. This will allow other PD-ICN backbone routers from
other ISPs to remotely attest the authenticity of the remote PD-ICN
router and its software. In this way, PD-ICN routers will continu-
ously check that remote routers do not deviate from the protocol
by, e.g., leaking data outside the system, not respect the privacy
policies of di!erent users, or keep unfaithful counts of how many
times each piece of personal data has been requested by di!erent
Personal Data Consumers.
Open Questions: In order to implement such functionality one needs

to decide which parts of the PD-ICN software stack need to be exe-
cuted inside a trusted enclave [11]. Also, the right technology for
remote attestation needs to be picked (hardware, software, hybrid,
or virtualization-based, such as docker [17]). Such decisions will de-
pend a lot on whether PD-ICN nodes will be realized as standalone
routers, or will be software driven hosted at a datacenter/IXP.
ICN Module: It encapsulates all low-level networking function-
alities such as Naming, Routing, Replication and Storage. Naming
& Routing de"nes a unique Uniform Resource Identi"er (URI) for
the personal data storage of each user participating in the PD-ICN,
while Replication & Storage includes all the logic related to personal
data storage and replication across all PD-ICN routers upon request
from other PD-ICN routers.
Open Questions: Di!erent privacy preserving naming schemes al-

ready exists based on di!erent encryption schemes, such as, hash
chain [58] and symmetric encryption [3, 48], nevertheless, due to
the complex functionality of PD-ICN, two open question need to be
answered. (1) How to construct a general purpose naming scheme
for personal data that allows all the di!erent functionalities that
PD-ICN provides? (2) What adaptations (of any) of generic ICN
routing and caching algorithms should be applied for handling
personal data?
Data & Access Control: This module includes all required func-
tionality related to the raw personal data. In total, this module
comprises three submodules (Data Encryption, Access Rules and
Data Watermarking):
• Data Encryption: This submodule handles all the details per-
taining to data encryption, such as, private and public keys,

access tokens, cryptographic algorithms, privacy preserving ag-
gregation algorithms, etc. The raw personal data of each user
are encrypted as soon as the user provides data to the system.
For each personal data attribute (i.e. age, gender, interests, etc.)
this module provides individual access tokens in order to allow
partial decryption and sharing of such attributes, allowing the
traceability of each attribute leading to data provenance and
reporting. Access tokens are granted if and only if the corre-
sponding access rules of each user allows it.
Open Questions: Data encryption in ICN networks is heavily de-

pended on the Naming and Routing scheme [3, 48, 53, 58]. In
addition, in PD-ICN we also have to deal with additional con-
strains. (1) What type of encryption scheme to use in order to
protect personal data? (2) Should it be one size-"ts-all, or should
the encryption level depend on the type of personal data? The
answer to the above questions should take into consideration
both aspect, personal data protection and the ICN naming and
routing part of PD-ICN. Additional approaches from di!erent
domains should also be considered [32, 35, 40].

• Access Rules: The core component of this submodule is the
Access Control Language (ACL), which is responsible to translate
and enforce the user rules on the corresponding personal data.
The ACL supports a hierarchical data structure scheme in order
to provide #exibility and expandability of the system.
Open Questions: Instead of building a new ACL from scratch,

another approach is to use existing languages from di!erent
domains, such as, distributed systems [56]. All-in-all, the open
questions for this submodule are: (1) What type of access control
language to use for allowing users to express their privacy poli-
cies? (2) Do access rules need to be propagate across all PD-ICN
nodes or should they stay at the user’s entry node?

• Data Watermarking: This module allows PD-ICN to track and
safeguard personal data belonging to its users and choose to
share them with other entities in a raw format. In such cases the
PD-ICN access router will "rst apply watermarking techniques
to the data prior to the release and create a record in the meta-
data database (see below) with the corresponding attributes that
the user allowed to be shared, the name of the entity that will
receive the data, and "nally the signature of the watermark(s). In
the case of data leakage from the intended recipient, the PD-ICN
can identify which external entity is responsible for the leakage
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and the a!ected users.
Open Questions: Since PD-ICN needs to provide "ne grain ana-

lytics for di!erent type of personal data, which in some cases
can be a single attribute of a user (i.e. age, gender, etc), an open
question is: (1) How to watermark data that, unlike media "les,
are smaller in size and typically contain non binary data such as
strings and numbers?

Metadata / Statistics Database: It holds all the logs and statis-
tics related to the personal data, including access tokens statistics,
watermarking logs, access rules de"nitions, etc. Each PD-ICN ac-
cess router is responsible to store and maintain up-to-date logs
and statistics for all the local users that have the speci"c PD-ICN
access router as their entry point to the overlay network. All access
requests towards such users are evaluated and granted access only
by the entry point PD-ICN access router of each user in order to
allow consistency and traceability.

3.2.2 Access Control Layer (ACL). This layer is the main inter-
face between Data Owners and Data Controllers. It allows Personal
Data Ingestion, either by individual Data Owners, or in bulk by
Data Controllers. It provides the visual interfaces and dashboards
to report information statistics and other information as needed.

The Data Controller (DCA) and Data Owner (DOA) Access Lay-
ers allows data controllers and data owners to interact with the
system, respectively. This layers provide functionalities such as
reporting (Reporting Dashboard), easy manipulation of access rules
on personal data (Personal Data & Access Rules) and monetiza-
tion functionalities (Monetization Module) pertaining the "nancial
value of personal data and the "nancial compensation of the end
users.
Open Questions: With respect to personal data monetization, we

need to address the following open questions: (1) What type of
data monetisation principles to implement? (2) Should it be seller
initiated "xed price for data? (3) Auction-based? (4) Hybrid schemes
depending on the "delity of data? Should we also consider privacy
preserving (targeted) advertising schemes [8, 18, 52, 54]?

3.2.3 Application Layer (AL). This layer implements the appro-
priate interfaces, APIs, algorithms and environment to allow Per-
sonal Data Consumers to interact with personal data and extract
useful information required for their daily business activities.

The Application Monitoring module allows the development,
deployment and monitoring of di!erent applications running on
top of personal data stored within PD-ICN Overlay Network. Simi-
larly, the Privacy preserving AI includes a set of algorithms, Ma-
chine Learning (ML) frameworks and privacy preserving data struc-
tures to provide anonymous data statistics (i.e. M!"# $> I%&#'$
#(&.S)*'&(.(‘T#%%+(’) $> L*,!&+*%(‘I&!"-’) $> P#',#%&() => 2%).
It exposes easy to use ML and aggregation APIs to the application
layer. For the smooth integration of PD-ICN with the existing Web
and end users the “Interface with Existing Web” module and “User
Privacy Enhancements” module are responsible to interact with
the existing monetization model of the Web and enhance end users
privacy, respectively. Finally, the “Data Access Environment (APIs)”
acts as a direct link between the backend interface of the Data Layer
and the Application Layer

Open Questions: Di!erent approaches can be found in the litera-

ture pertaining anonymous data analysis though aggregation tech-
niques [16, 27, 60] and Secure, Privacy Preserving Machine Learn-
ing (SPP-ML) [4, 34, 36, 46], focusing on di!erent aspects of SPP-
ML such as ML as a Service (MLaaS) [36], ML with multiple data
providers [46] and veri"able outsourcing schemes [34]. The open
questions under the suggested PD-ICN setting are: (1) How to de-
velop a “sandboxed” environment (or combine existing solutions)
to execute ML algorithms on top of PD-ICN data at the application
layer? (2) Can we implement such a solution without copying any
raw data outside the trusted environment of PD-ICN?

4 CONCLUSION
In this article we have sketched the architecture of an overlay
for disseminating personal data in a controlled manner. Via this
design, we have argued that ICN, TEE, and DW are fundamental
technologies for implementing PD-ICN, and repeating the bene"ts
discussed in Section. 3.1. Each one of these technologies opens
up new possibilities for making the next step in personal data
management and addressing the challenges listed at the beginning
of the article. For Information Centric Networking in particular, we
believe that PD-ICN may be a great opportunity for re-purpusing
all the great work that has taken place in the area in the last 10
years. The magnitude of the challenge, partially re#ected in the list
of open questions that we have provided, will require work from
an entire community dedicated to building PD-ICN. Our hope is
that this article will serve as a call to arms for building this new
important layer of the Internet.
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